A separate larder room keeps the
kitchen workspace out of sight, so
mess and clutter won’t get in the way.

Luxury living
This good-looking kitchen is a masterpiece of open-plan design
Looking at the spacious open-plan layout of
this new kitchen, it’s almost impossible to
imagine what the previous kitchen used to
look like. It was much smaller than the new
space, as it was previously a separate room
to the nearby living area.
The owners called in Attard’s Cabinetry,
which has been in the business since 1989,
to design and build their new kitchen. They
wanted their new kitchen to look slick and
modern with plenty of clean lines. It also had
to work well with an open floor plan.
In order to create more space and a
lighter, airy feel, the decision was made
to open the existing kitchen to include
the living area. This presented a bit of a
challenge, as the living area was originally a
triple garage with exposed beams. The trick
was incorporating the bulkhead to work with
these beams so the new gyprock ceilings
would seamlessly blend in. The laundry

that backed onto the kitchen area was also
relocated and that area became the walk-in
larder.
The result of all this work is a practical,
modern kitchen that looks right at home
in its surrounds. There’s ample room for a
couple of people to move about with ease,
along with acres of bench space for all your
food prep needs.
The separate larder room boasts a
stainless-steel bench and a stainlesssteel-lipped floating shelf. It incorporates
generous storage space and a combination
oven, dishwasher, sink and fridge, meaning
this area can operate as a complete kitchen
as well.
On top of all that, the entire area is very
pleasing on the eye. From the veneer feature
panel with LED lighting to the sleek, clean
lines that dominate the space, this kitchen is
a perfect addition to the home.

The kitchen was designed by Michael Attard and built by ATTARD’S CABINETRY 7 Bonz
Place, Seven Hills NSW Phone (02) 9838 8608 Email alison@attards.com.au Website
www.attards.com.au Doors Polyurethane and veneer to main kitchen; laminate to larder
Internal Hardware Blum Tandembox drawers, custom-made sink caddy, Häfele bin
system Handles Stainless-steel mitred edge Benchtop CaesarStone Organic White to
main kitchen; stainless steel to larder Splashback Glass Appliances include a Miele
oven, Miele cooktop, Qasair rangehood and a Miele integrated dishwasher Zeitgeist
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